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When you choose Mitre Master, you are investing in timber products
of the finest quality, manufactured to the highest standards.

Made from wood carefully selected from verified, legal and well
managed forests, every Mitre Master door, window and conservatory
combines traditional craftsmanship with the latest developments in
timber engineering. This unique blend of ancient and modern ensures
the aesthetic appeal of our products is matched by stability and
durability not normally associated with timber products.

Backed by Timbmet, one of Europe’s leading innovators in the effective
application of timber, and market leader in its commitment to
environmental sustainability, every product in our extensive range is
constructed from a unique mitred jointing system, designed to give you
peace of mind and an elegance and beauty that only wood can deliver.

Introducing
Mitre Master



The beauty of real wood
There is no better way to put a welcoming heart
into your home than with the traditional beauty
of real wood. Elegant, fashionable and versatile,
the appeal of timber is natural and timeless.

Trends like PVCu and aluminium come and go, but wood will always be the
first choice for anyone wanting to add authenticity to their home. Wood is not
poured into a mould like plastic, rolled or formed like molten metal and it
certainly isn’t mixed from chemicals.

Its distinctive appeal comes from its diverse origins. All trees are affected differently by the climate,

the elements and the local ecosystem of which they are a part, giving each a unique character and

attraction. The colour and grain in the same tree can also vary depending on the way the mill slices

through the tree.

Once transformed by craftsmen, this varied and flexible material can always be relied on

to produce a stunning effect. Using knowledge and imagination, we’ve created new ways

to bring out the outstanding beauty of wood - producing a range of windows, doors and

conservatories that’s guaranteed to enhance your home and lifestyle.



You’ll be proud to own a Mitre Master conservatory. Attractive, distinctive
and affordable, this is craftsmanship of the highest quality. We know you
have your own, personal vision of your ideal conservatory and our bespoke
design and manufacturing service will turn that vision into reality.

Your Mitre Master conservatory is made to your exact specifications and - to guarantee the highest

performance standards - all our timber is treated with modern, microporous stains to produce a perfect,

personalised finish. Our durable hardwood, sourced from sustainable forests and engineered for

stability, prevents any distortion and ages beautifully.

Whatever your reason for investing in a conservatory, timber is the best choice you can make.

Throughout your installation, we’ll be there to advise and guide you. From the detailed planning to the

last drop of stain, you’ll appreciate our commitment to excellence and the benefits of the technically

advanced Mitre Master system.

You may want a reading room, a study, a lounge, a dining area, an orangery or simply a place to relax.

Picture it now and let Mitre Master make it real.

Craftsmanship of
the highest quality
Our promise to you is a finished construction that
complements the aesthetics of your home and
delivers a vast range of practical benefits, including
the ability to maintain its distinctive appearance in
the face of the elements.

Conservatories



Available in as many styles as your imagination can create, our range of
casement, tilt and turn and vertical sliding sash windows are manufactured
to the highest specification and feature slim, highly engineered wooden
frames with strong weather-proof sealing. Everything is tailored to your
precise requirements and using a specialised microporous stain, you can
opt for the colour that best suits your property.

Of course, there’s more to replacement windows than appearance, even for windows as stunning as

ours. Warmth, noise reduction and security are all outstanding features of a Mitre Master window.

That’s why you’ll find 24mm double glazed, sealed units as standard and for peace of mind, key or

finger operated sash locks fitted to every window. Resisting the weather as well as intruders, Mitre

Master units are built to be phenomenally hard-wearing and watertight.

Safe, reliable and custom-made, Mitre Master windows have a beauty of which you’ll be proud for

years to come.

Tailored to your
precise requirements
For insulation and eye-catching design, nothing
beats timber windows. Drawing on cutting edge
technology and classic design, Mitre Master
brings you the comfort, convenience and security
every home deserves.

Windows



When visitors arrive at your home, first impressions really count – and a Mitre
Master door is never anything less than impressive. The perfect partners to
our wooden windows, Mitre Master doors are built to the same exacting
standards. Each door is individually made with amazing attention to detail –
like in-line sashes and matching arch heads. Tilt and slide patio doors,
sliding/folding doors, residential doors and double doors – all have security
and style as standard.

Ideal for conservatories and patios, every door can be fitted for inward or outward opening and is

strengthened with simple-to-operate, multi-locking espagnolette bolts. In fact, you’ll quickly appreciate

just how much thought has gone into all the hardware – particularly the strong, adjustable hinges.

Even if you’re faced with a non-standard aperture, Mitre Master steps into the breach with style,

convenience, performance and security.

The perfect choice

As a homeowner, you want the best for your home. Surprisingly low maintenance, with no detail

overlooked and manufactured with the individual care of real craftsmen involved at every stage,

Mitre Master windows, doors and conservatories are durable, attractive and robust. Bringing

ingenuity to construction and beauty to life, they’re the ideal addition to any home – especially yours.

For more information, just call us on 01706 863800

or visit www.timbmet.com

Each door is individually made
with amazing attention to detail
Individually crafted from sustainable timber and
coated to protect against warping and weather
damage, you can be sure Mitre Master doors will
give you and your family a warm welcome every
time you use them.

Doors


